1.. Introduction {#s1}
================

The depth image is mainly used to record distance information from the camera to the objects in the scene. Such information is essential in some research fields, such as robot navigation \[[@RSOS181074C1]\], augmented reality \[[@RSOS181074C2]\], human pose estimation \[[@RSOS181074C3],[@RSOS181074C4]\], hand pose estimation \[[@RSOS181074C5],[@RSOS181074C6]\] and so on. Nowadays, depth image can be acquired easily using low-cost RGB-D sensors, such as Kinect cameras, PMD (photonic mixer device) cameras and so on \[[@RSOS181074C7]\]. Unfortunately, limited by the performance of those devices, the resolution of acquired depth images is too low to meet the needs of many applications. To solve the above problems, the method for depth image super-resolution (SR) came into being.

Depth image SR is an important branch of image processing technology. In general, one or more low-resolution (LR) depth images will be chosen as the input and then mapped into a high-resolution (HR) image. Some prior information is essential when depth image is reconstructed. According to the prior information, depth image SR can be divided into four subclasses: (1) SR-based interpolation, (2) SR from LR depth image frames of the same scene, (3) example-based SR, (4) colour-guided SR. Different methods have different characteristics, including advantages and disadvantages.

In this paper, a modified joint trilateral filter is presented for depth image SR. Given an LR depth image, HR edge map is reconstructed first by the sparse coding method. Then, HR depth image is interpolated by joint trilateral filter with the guidance of HR edge. The proposed method has two main contributions: (i) The sparsity of edge map is used to reconstruct high-quality edges with self-similar patches without any external database. (ii) During the process of joint trilateral filtering, gradient information and structural similarity (SSIM) index are used to control depth interpolation.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In §2, the related works are briefly introduced. In §3, more details of the proposed method are described systematically. In §4, experiments and analyses are illustrated, especially the results of comparative experiments with some state-of-the-art methods. Finally, in §5, the conclusion of this paper is summarized, and problems and future work are presented.

2.. Related works {#s2}
=================

In recent years, two major trends emerge in depth image SR. One is example-based depth image SR method. This method mainly reconstructs an HR depth image based on example databases that could be used to acquire learned prior information. For example, Aodha *et al.* \[[@RSOS181074C8]\] used the Markov random field (MRF) model-based patches for depth image SR. Li *et al.* \[[@RSOS181074C9]\] proposed a modified MRF model, which matched the input LR patches from similar patches on a set of HR training images. Besides, the approach based on sparse representation has also been used widely in depth image SR. Yang *et al.* \[[@RSOS181074C10]\] jointly trained the HR and LR dictionaries to enhance the coupling between HR and LR image blocks, which can be represented by an alternate atomic linear combination of the dictionaries. On the basis of sparse representation, Zhao *et al.* \[[@RSOS181074C11]\] proposed a multiresidue dictionary to learn and refine the depth image SR. Timofte *et al.* \[[@RSOS181074C12]\] clustered dictionary atoms into sub-dictionaries by using the K-NN algorithm and then represented the HR image blocks with the best sub-dictionary atoms. Owing to the effectiveness and speediness of neural networks in colour image processing, neural networks are also widely used in depth images. For example, Song *et al.* \[[@RSOS181074C13]\] used deep convolutional neural network to learn the end-to-end mapping from LR depth image to HR depth image, and then further process the learned HR depth images. Riegler *et al.* \[[@RSOS181074C14]\] proposed a depth image SR reconstruction method based on deep primal-dual networks, which combines a deep fully convolutional network with a non-local variation.

The other way is the colour-guided depth image SR method. RGB-D sensor can capture simultaneously depth image and the corresponding colour image, and the captured colour image usually has higher resolution than the depth image. Therefore, the colour image can be used to assist depth image SR. For example, Yang *et al.* \[[@RSOS181074C15]\] used one or two HR colour images as the reference, then refined the LR depth image iteratively. Ferstl *et al.* \[[@RSOS181074C16]\] used an anisotropic total variation diffusion tensor computed from the HR colour image to guide depth image SR. Lo *et al.* \[[@RSOS181074C17]\] proposed a framework of joint trilateral filter, the context information of which acquired from HR colour image was used to guide depth interpolation. Zhang *et al.* \[[@RSOS181074C18]\] presented a modified joint trilateral filter, and the depth image could be interpolated with the assistance of edge map and intensity information extracted from the HR colour image.

These two methods can improve the resolution of depth images, but there still exist some limitations. In general, the example-based SR method has a strong dependence on example database. And the colour-guided method requires HR colour images that are perfectly aligned with the depth images. To overcome these limitations, we propose a depth image SR method that needs neither the external example database nor the assistance of the registered HR colour image.

3.. Methods {#s3}
===========

In this section, firstly, the whole framework of the proposed method is introduced. Then, the construction of high-quality edge is discussed. Finally, the modified joint trilateral filter is described that could be used to interpolate the depth image under the guidance of high-quality edge information.

The general steps of the proposed method are shown in [figure 1](#RSOS181074F1){ref-type="fig"}. To keep sharp edge and overcome limitations of external database, a novel depth image SR method is presented, which employs a modified joint trilateral filter with edge guidance for LR-to-HR reconstruction. Figure 1.Whole framework of the proposed method.

As with the methods in \[[@RSOS181074C19]\], the input LR image **D***~l~* was firstly magnified to the same size as the expected HR image **D***~h~* by the bicubic interpolation algorithm. Then, a shock filter \[[@RSOS181074C20]\] was used to reduce jagged effects caused by interpolation algorithm and obtain depth image $\mathbf{D}_{l}^{\prime}$.

Edge information is important for distinguishing different objects in the scene. So we first extracted edge map **E***~l~* from the preprocessed LR image $\mathbf{D}_{l}^{\prime}$, then constructed high-quality edge map **E***~h~* from **E***~l~*. Edge map has only some primary structure information made up of lines and angles which can lead to strong sparsity. So, the sparse coding method has the potential to recover high-quality edge maps. The sparse coding method, however, needs to train an over-complete dictionary from a set of images. Under the circumstance without external database, we constructed an edge map pyramid to find similar blocks for training, as shown in [figure 2](#RSOS181074F2){ref-type="fig"}. Figure 2.Edge map pyramid for searching similar blocks.

As far as the edge map is concerned, the larger its size is, the more self-similar blocks about edge and angle can be found. At the same time, self-similar blocks can be found more easily from the interpolated image of the test image than from the external image. These self-similar blocks can not only improve the efficiency of edge recovery, but also well retain the details of edge. We constructed the edge map pyramid based on the interpolated images of the test images at different scales. From [figure 2](#RSOS181074F2){ref-type="fig"}, it can be seen that edge map pyramid can provide many self-similar blocks $\mathbf{P}_{1}^{\prime}$ of block **P**~1~. Based on the extracted image blocks, an over-complete dictionary can be trained, and then edge map can be recovered by using the atoms of the over-complete dictionary.

Once the high-quality edge map is structured, depth image can be interpolated using a modified joint trilateral filter. Our modified trilateral filter can not only preserve the edge sharpness, but also further suppress the noise.

From the above overview, we can divide this method into two parts: (i) the construction of high-quality edge and (ii) edge-guided joint trilateral filter. More details will be introduced as follows.

3.1.. The construction of high-quality edge {#s3a}
-------------------------------------------

### 3.1.1.. Dictionary training {#s3a1}

In the beginning, the LR depth image **D***~l~* is the only original information. To obtain a dictionary training database, we constructed a pyramid of edge map. The process is as follows:

The LR depth image **D***~l~* is firstly interpolated by using the factors of *i* (*i* = 2,3,4), and the interpolated images $\mathbf{D}_{l}^{i}$ can be generated. Then, edge maps $\mathbf{E}_{l}^{0}$ and $\mathbf{E}_{l}^{i}$ are extracted from depth images **D***~l~* and $\mathbf{D}_{l}^{i}$. Finally, a four-layer image pyramid can be constructed, which contains edge map $\mathbf{E}_{l}^{0}$ and $\mathbf{E}_{l}^{i}$, as shown in [figure 2](#RSOS181074F2){ref-type="fig"}.

Then, image blocks of size $\sqrt{n} \times \sqrt{n}$ can be extracted from image pyramid and database ${\{\mathbf{P}_{k}\}}_{j}$ (*k* is the index of image blocks, *j* denotes the level of image pyramid) can be obtained. It can be seen that many blocks $\mathbf{P}_{1}^{\prime}$ similar to **P**~1~ can be found, and some rough to fine information can be extracted from these similar blocks. A robust over-complete dictionary $\mathbf{A}_{h} \in \mathbb{R}^{nl \times nR}$ can be trained from database ${\{\mathbf{P}_{k}^{}\}}_{j}$. For each image block **P***~k~*, an alternative linear combination of its dictionary atoms can be found by using the K-SVD \[[@RSOS181074C21]\] algorithm: $$\mathbf{A}_{h},\{ q^{k}\} = \underset{\mathbf{A}_{k}}{\arg\min}\sum\limits_{k}{\parallel{\mathbf{P}_{k} - \mathbf{A}_{hq}^{k}}\parallel_{2}^{2}}\quad{s.t.}\,\,\parallel q^{k}\parallel_{\,_{0}} \leq L\,\,\forall k$$where *L* is the sparse constraint, and {*q^k^*}*~k~* is the sparse coding coefficient corresponding to the blocks ${\{ P_{k}^{}\}}_{j}$.

### 3.1.2.. Edge map recovery {#s3a2}

For the input LR depth image **D***~l~*, it is firstly interpolated to the same size as the desired HR image **D***~h~*. Then, a shock filter \[[@RSOS181074C20]\] is applied to eliminate jagged effects. Afterwards, edge map **E***~l~* is extracted from the processed image. HR edge map **E***~h~* can be recovered from **E***~l~*. The detailed steps are as follows: (1)Image blocks $\mathbf{b}_{l}^{k}$ (*k* is the index of image blocks) of size $\sqrt{n} \times \sqrt{n}$ are extracted from edge map **E***~l~* at the location *k* ∈ Ω;(2)The corresponding HR blocks $\mathbf{b}_{h}^{k}$ can be represented by the sparse linear combinations of the atoms in the dictionary **A***~h~* using OMP \[[@RSOS181074C22]\] algorithm;(3)The extracted blocks from the high-quality edge **E***~h~* should be as close as possible to $\mathbf{b}_{h}^{k}$. And the corresponding minimized cost function with respect to **E***~h~* is as follows: $$\mathbf{E}_{h} = \underset{\mathbf{E}_{h}}{\arg\min}\sum\limits_{k}{\parallel{\mathbf{R}_{k}\mathbf{E}_{h} - \mathbf{b}_{h}^{k}}\parallel_{2}^{2}},$$where **R***~k~* is the operator, which is used to extract image blocks with the same size $\sqrt{n} \times \sqrt{n}$ at the location *k* ∈ Ω. HR edge map **E***~h~* can be acquired by using the least-squares approach.

3.2.. Edge-guided joint trilateral filter {#s3b}
-----------------------------------------

Once the high-quality edge map **E***~h~* is obtained, edge information will be used to guide the depth interpolation by using a modified joint trilateral filter. Each pixel *p* in the expected SR depth image **D***~h~* can be derived as follows: $$\mathbf{D}_{h}(p) = {\frac{1}{k_{p}}\sum\limits_{q \in \Omega}{\mathbf{D}_{l}({q \downarrow})} \cdot f_{s}({\parallel {\, p \downarrow - q \downarrow} \parallel}) \cdot f_{g}({G_{p} - G_{q}}) \cdot W_{s} \cdot f_{r}\,\,({\mathbf{E}_{h},p,q}),}$$where *k~p~* is a normalizing factor, Ω is a neighbourhood window centred at pixel *p*, pixel *q* is the adjacent pixel of *p* in the neighbourhood window, *f~s~*(·) is the Gaussian function about spatial filter with standard deviation *σ~s~* and mean value 0, *f~g~*(·) is the gradient Gaussian function of standard deviation *σ~g~* and mean value 0, which weighs the variation between pixel *p* and pixel *q*, *W~s~* is the SSIM index, and *f~r~*(·) is a function, which discriminates whether two pixels are at the same side of edge \[[@RSOS181074C23]\].

Based on the joint bilateral filter of Xie *et al.* \[[@RSOS181074C23]\], two constraint functions *f~g~*(·) and *W~s~* about the spatial filter are added to preserve the detailed information. *f~g~*(·) is used to compute the weight of pixel by gradient information. It is assumed that the coordinate of pixel *p* is (*i*, *j*) in image **D***~l~*, and we computed firstly the abs of its first-order gradient $({G_{v}^{1}({i,j}),G_{h}^{1}({i,j})})$ on both vertical and horizontal directions, $$G_{v}^{1}({i,j}) = \left| \frac{\mathbf{D}_{l}\,\,({i + 1,j}) - \mathbf{D}_{l}\,\,({i - 1,j})}{2} \right|$$and $$G_{h}^{1}({i,j}) = \left| \frac{\mathbf{D}_{l}\,\,({i,j + 1}) - \mathbf{D}_{l}\,\,({i,j - 1})}{2} \right|.$$

Two pixels may have the same gradient distribution near edge even if they are located on different depth planes. So, the second-order gradient is calculated to solve this problem, $$G_{v}^{2}\,\,({i,j}) = \frac{G_{v}^{1}\,\,({i + 1,j}) - G_{h}^{1}\,\,({i - 1,j})}{2}$$and $$G_{h}^{2}\,\,({i,j}) = {\frac{G_{h}^{1}\,\,({i,j + 1}) - G_{h}^{1}\,\,({i,j - 1})}{2}.}$$

Then, $G_{v}^{2}\,\,({i,j})$ and $G_{h}^{2}\,\,({i,j})$ will be used as the input of two-dimensional Gauss distribution to compute the weight between adjacent pixels.

The SSIM index \[[@RSOS181074C24]\] *W~s~* is used to relieve the impact of noise. *W~s~* is composed of three parts, including the mean function *m*(*p*,*q*), the standard deviation function *σ*(*p*,*q*) and the structure comparison function *s*(*p*,*q*) that is conducted on the normalizing signals $p - \mu_{p}/\sigma_{p}$ and $q - \mu_{p}/\sigma_{q}$. $$m({\, p,q}) = {\frac{2\mu_{p}\mu_{q} + C_{1}}{\mu_{p}^{2} + \mu_{q}^{2} + C_{1}},}$$ $$\sigma({\, p,q}) = \frac{2\sigma_{p}\sigma_{q} + C_{2}}{\sigma_{p}^{2} + \sigma_{q}^{2} + C_{2}}$$ $$\qquad{and}\qquad s({\, p,q}) = {\frac{2\sigma_{\, pq} + C_{3}}{\sigma_{p}\sigma_{q} + C_{3}},}$$where *C*~1~, *C*~2~ and *C*~3~ are non-zero constants, which are used to avoid zero denominator. *μ~p~* and *σ~p~* are the mean and the standard deviation of the pixels, respectively, in the neighbourhood window centred at pixel *p*. Furthermore, *μ~q~* and *σ~q~* denote the mean and the standard deviation of the pixels, respectively, in the neighbourhood window centred at pixel *q*. *σ~pq~* is the covariance of two neighbourhoods centred at pixel *p* and *q*. So, the SSIM index *W~s~* can be expressed as follows: $$W_{s} = {SSIM}({\, p,q}) = m{({\, p,q})}^{\alpha}\sigma{({\, p,q})}^{\beta}s{({\, p,q})}^{\gamma}$$where *α*, *β* and *γ* are weight factors.

4.. Experiment and discussion {#s4}
=============================

In this section, experimental environment and parameter settings are introduced. Then, the comparisons between the proposed method and four state-of-the-art methods in terms of quality and quantity are illustrated and analysed.

4.1.. Experimental environment and parameter setting {#s4a}
----------------------------------------------------

In the experiments, we conducted the simulations on Matlab 2016a. The configuration of computer is Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5--2620 v3@ 2.40 Hz CPU and 64.0 GB RAM. The test images come from the Middlebury Stereo database \[[@RSOS181074C25],[@RSOS181074C26]\]. For parameters *C*~1~, *C*~2~, *C*~3~, *α*, *β* and *γ*, their values were selected by the default values of the structural similarity index (SSIM). Based on the papers of Yang *et al.* \[[@RSOS181074C10]\] and Xie *et al.* \[[@RSOS181074C23]\], an initial value was given to parameters of *n*, *s*, *σ*~s~ and *σ*~g~. Then, we computed the root mean square error (RMSE) with one parameter changing at a time and all the others constant until the average RMSE of all test images reached their minimum. Finally, these parameters were determined via trial-and-error. The values of parameters are listed in [table 1](#RSOS181074TB1){ref-type="table"}. Table 1.The parameter settings.parameters*nsσ*~s~*σ*~g~*C*~1~*C*~2~*C*~3~*αβγ*values970.50.56.558.529.3111

4.2.. Performance evaluation {#s4b}
----------------------------

In this subsection, LR test images were reconstructed by four state-of-the-art methods and the proposed method. The RMSE, the peak signal noise ratio (PSNR), the structural similarity (SSIM) and the percentage error (PE) were chosen as the assessment measures to evaluate the reconstructed results. As suggested in \[[@RSOS181074C22]\], PE is the percentage of the absolute difference in disparity that exceeds 1.

### 4.2.1.. Methods of comparison {#s4b1}

Four compared methods were provided in our experiments and carried out under the same condition. These compared methods include adjusted anchored neighbourhood regression for fast super-resolution (AANR) of Timofte *et al.* \[[@RSOS181074C12]\], accurate image super-resolution using very deep convolutional networks (CNN) of Kim *et al.* \[[@RSOS181074C27]\], the modified sparse coding method of Zeyde *et al.* \[[@RSOS181074C19]\] and the edge-guided method of Xie *et al.* \[[@RSOS181074C23]\].

### 4.2.2.. Analysis of experimental results {#s4b2}

As for the input LR test images, we obtained them by down-sampling the ground truth HR counter-parts. Then, LR test images were reconstructed by the proposed method and four compared methods. To demonstrate the validity of the proposed method, we evaluated the reconstructed results of 4× scaling factor by the above four assessment measures. The experimental results are shown in tables [2](#RSOS181074TB2){ref-type="table"}[](#RSOS181074TB3){ref-type="table"}[](#RSOS181074TB4){ref-type="table"}--[5](#RSOS181074TB5){ref-type="table"}. Table 2.RMSE values on the Middlebury Stereo database with scaling factor of 4.RMSE ×4bowlingaloeconesIndianVenuswarriortsukubahanddoveTimofte1.8552.4781.4560.8550.6743.7072.9721.9251.043Kim2.2383.2451.7780.9870.8454.4243.5052.1741.214Zeyde1.803*2.329*1.3380.7980.635*3.6202.844*1.832*0.989*Xie*1.766*2.583*1.2400.7710.617*4.0813.009*1.926*1.010ours**1.6232**.**2171**.**2140**.**7030**.**5533**.**3162**.**6381**.**6540**.**919** Table 3.SSIM values on the Middlebury Stereo database with scaling factor of 4.SSIM ×4bowlingaloeconesIndianvenuswarriortsukubahanddoveTimofte0.9240.8800.8910.9870.9530.9060.8010.9850.990Kim0.9220.8650.8800.9870.9510.9040.8430.9830.988Zeyde0.9250.8850.8930.9880.9500.9050.8390.9840.989Xie*0.9460.9080.9160.992***0.971***0.9310.855***0**.**9890**.**993**ours**0**.**9620**.**9210**.**9190**.**993***0.969***0**.**9380**.**882***0.9870.992* Table 4.PSNR values on the Middlebury Stereo database with scaling factor of 4.PSNR ×4bowlingaloeconesIndianvenuswarriortsukubhanddoveTimofte42.76140.24544.86449.48551.55336.74838.66942.45147.762Kim40.66737.76443.13148.23749.58735.21437.23741.39646.444Zeyde*43.00840.784*45.59950.08552.071*36.95439.04942.88248.219*Xie42.12439.332*46.26050.38452.317*35.91538.56042.44748.044ours**43.31241**.**21746**.**33951**.**20653**.**53137**.**74539**.**70543**.**55348**.**932** Table 5.PE values on the Middlebury Stereo database with scaling factor of 4.PE ×4bowlingaloeconesIndianvenuswarriortsukubahanddoveTimofte5.27414.7417.3852.0471.9677.64012.8163.2932.248Kim4.23213.4546.9931.7951.6968.07711.3402.6241.690Zeyde6.04015.7517.9682.2082.4478.22814.2404.0362.544Xie*2.4058.299***2.829***0.951***0**.**5052**.**575***4.2390.918***0**.**608**ours**2**.**3658**.**242***3.154***0**.**943***0.6412.593***4**.**2170**.**912***0.724*

The top two best SR methods are marked in tables [2](#RSOS181074TB2){ref-type="table"}[](#RSOS181074TB3){ref-type="table"}[](#RSOS181074TB4){ref-type="table"}--[5](#RSOS181074TB5){ref-type="table"}. The values in bold indicate the best results. The values in italics indicate the second best results. It can be seen from tables [2](#RSOS181074TB2){ref-type="table"} and [4](#RSOS181074TB4){ref-type="table"} that, both the RMSE values and the PSNR values of the proposed method ranked the first among the compared methods. In tables [3](#RSOS181074TB3){ref-type="table"} and [5](#RSOS181074TB5){ref-type="table"}, we can see that the SSIM and PE values of the proposed method ranked the top two in all test results.

To evaluate the performance in qualitative sense, in figures [3](#RSOS181074F3){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#RSOS181074F4){ref-type="fig"}, we provide the ground-truth HR image of test image 'bowling' and 'dove' and their reconstructed images (4× scaling factor), respectively. From these images, it can be observed that our reconstructed depth images can not only avoid blurred edges, but also help reduce zigzags near edges. Figure 3.Comparison of 'bowling' with two regions of interest. (*a*) Ground truth, (*b*) Timofte \[[@RSOS181074C12]\], (*c*) Kim \[[@RSOS181074C27]\], (*d*) Zeyde \[[@RSOS181074C19]\], (*e*) Xie \[[@RSOS181074C23]\], (*f*) the proposed. Figure 4.Comparison of 'dove' with two regions of interest. (*a*) Ground truth, (*b*) Timofte \[[@RSOS181074C12]\], (*c*) Kim \[[@RSOS181074C27]\], (*d*) Zeyde \[[@RSOS181074C19]\], (*e*) Xie \[[@RSOS181074C23]\], (*f*) the proposed.

5.. Conclusion and future work {#s5}
==============================

In this paper, a novel depth image SR method is proposed that does not need the assistance of any external images. To avoid blurred and jagged results on the edge of the final image, we first reconstructed high-quality edge map by the sparse coding method. What differs from other sparse coding methods is that our sparse dictionary is trained from the interpolated images of the LR test image at different scales. Then, under the guidance of high-quality edge, depth image was interpolated by a modified trilateral filter. We applied local gradient information and SSIM index to preserve detailed information and suppress noise when interpolation was performed. Quantitative and qualitative experimental analyses demonstrate that the proposed method can obtain better results than some state-of-the-art methods.

However, there still exist shortages in the proposed method. Running time of the proposed method is higher than other methods because this method needs to construct dataset and train sparse dictionary during depth image SR ([table 6](#RSOS181074TB6){ref-type="table"}). And the process of choosing parameters is complicated. In the future, we will further improve the works as follows: (i) Edge recovery: we will recover HR edge map with an effective method. (ii) Parameter setting: a graphical user interface (GUI) will be designed to choose parameters as shown in [table 1](#RSOS181074TB1){ref-type="table"}. Table 6.Running time on the Middlebury Stereo database with scaling factor 4.Time (s)bowlingaloeconesIndianvenuswarriortsukubahanddoveTimofte3.42.01.66.41.64.50.96.46.2Kim6.74.83.512.93.610.02.313.712.9Zeyde5.33.12.79.92.46.71.39.910.6Xie594.9864.6608.9913.7141.3759.9373.8469.5417.7ours95.3116.7121.4195.473.9135.271.293.491.7
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